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Time-expanded speech and speech recognition in older adults
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Abstract—Speech understanding deficits are common in older
adults. In addition to hearing sensitivity, changes in certain
cognitive functions may affect speech recognition. One such
change that may impact the ability to follow a rapidly changing
speech signal is processing speed. When speakers slow the rate
of their speech naturally in order to speak clearly, speech rec-
ognition is improved. The acoustic characteristics of naturally
slowed speech are of interest in developing time-expansion
algorithms to improve speech recognition for older listeners. In
this study, we tested younger normally hearing, older normally
hearing, and older hearing-impaired listeners on time-
expanded speech using increased duration and increased inten-
sity of unvoiced consonants. Although all groups performed
best on unprocessed speech, performance with processed
speech was better with the consonant gain feature without time
expansion in the noise condition and better at the slowest time-
expanded rate in the quiet condition. The effects of signal pro-
cessing on speech recognition are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Many older Americans suffer from difficulty under-
standing spoken language in everyday communicative
situations in spite of adequate hearing sensitivity [1]. As
the number of older Americans increases and life expect-
ancy increases, an understanding of the difficulties expe-
rienced by older listeners in daily communication
situations will be needed to contribute to viable solutions.
At present, these difficulties are not well understood.
Age-related speech understanding difficulties are not
highly correlated with degree and configuration of hear-
ing loss and are often greater than pure tone thresholds
would predict [2–4]. Further, hearing aids do not always
provide the expected benefits. Although reduced hearing
sensitivity may contribute to these difficulties, another
potential explanation involves age-related cognitive
changes that may affect the ability to efficiently process
speech. One such consistent change is cognitive slowing
[5]. It has been shown that older adults are more
adversely affected by increased speech rates than are
younger adults [6–8]. The dynamic nature of speech
requires rapid processing to keep pace with incoming
information. When talkers slow their speech, intelligibil-
ity is improved for older listeners and for hearing
impaired listeners [9–11]. The purpose of the current
study was to investigate the effects of computerized
slowing of speech (time expansion) on speech
recognition in older listeners. The speech produced when
a talker intentionally tries to improve intelligibility by
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speaking slowly and clearly, but without exaggeration, is
called “clear speech” [10,12]. Unfortunately, neither can
we depend on talkers to use clear speech consistently, nor
do we know which acoustic features of clear speech are
critical for improving speech recognition. A computer-
ized method of time expansion would make improved lis-
tening conditions available for more listeners through
hearing aids or other listening devices.

Clear Speech
The improvement in intelligibility produced by clear

speech is a robust phenomenon. An average difference of
17 percent between clear speech and conversational speech
intelligibility occurred when talkers were instructed to use
clear speech under controlled conditions [9]. In adverse lis-
tening conditions (noise and reverberation), that clear-con-
versational difference increased to 20 percent for normal
hearing adults and 26 percent for hearing-impaired listen-
ers [13]. Slowing is a consistent feature of clear speech, but
specific acoustic changes occur in addition to insertion of
pauses and lengthening of durations of individual speech
sounds [12]. Such changes include less reduction of vow-
els, release of stops and final consonants, and increased
root mean square (rms) intensities for obstruent sounds
produced by restricting airflow such as stops, affricates,
and fricatives [10]. Analysis of the speech of talkers who
are naturally more easily understood than other talkers in
experimental conditions reveals acoustic-phonetic charac-
teristics similar to speakers who have been instructed to
produce clear speech [14]. Hence, slowing the rate of
speech appears to occur as a consequence of acoustic mod-
ifications to individual phonemes, which improve intelligi-
bility of speech for hearing-impaired listeners and older
listeners.

Time-Expansion Algorithms
Time-expansion methods that employ acoustic modi-

fications to slow the rate of speech are called nonuniform
algorithms (for a review of methodology, see Nejime and
Moore [15]). Uniform methods simply increase the
length of the speech signal by the regular insertion of
silent intervals. Nonuniform algorithms vary widely in
their methods of selection and modification of acoustic
features. Two recent methods involved complex fre-
quency computations using short-term Fourier trans-
forms and waveform expansion for parts of the speech
waveform that exceeded a certain power threshold
(mostly vowels) [15–16]. No significant improvement in

sentence recognition was achieved with these methods
either for hearing-impaired listeners or for listeners with
simulated cochlear hearing loss [15–16].

Intelligibility of nonsense syllables was successfully
improved by increasing the consonant-vowel ratio [17];
however, this method used manual identification of con-
sonants and vowels rather than automatic identification
of specific acoustic properties. Acoustic characteristics of
individual phonemes are not invariant [14,18,19], which
causes difficulty in automating the process. However,
classes of phonemes (stops, fricatives, etc.) do demon-
strate reliable acoustic features that could be identified by
an automatic software function [19].

It appears from previous work that one could make
nonuniform time expansion more effective by using
appropriate acoustic modifications derived from clear
speech. In the current algorithm, our goal was to incorpo-
rate a feature of clear speech by increasing the duration
and intensity of unvoiced consonants. These acoustic
modifications will increase audibility of generally weak
phonemes for older hearing-impaired listeners and will
slow the rate of speech to provide extra processing time
for all older listeners.

 METHODS AND MATERIALS

Participants
Thirty-six adults comprising three groups of 18 par-

ticipants each were recruited for this study. Older partici-
pants were recruited from the surrounding community,
and younger participants were recruited primarily from
the university campus. The three groups consisted of—

• Younger normally hearing (YNL) adults (m [mean]
= 26 years, SD [standard deviation] = 3.7).

• Older normally hearing (ONL) adults (m = 67.3
years, SD = 4.1).

• Older hearing-impaired (OHI) adults, who had mild
to moderate sensorineural hearing loss (70.3 years,
SD = 4.1).

For purposes of this study, we defined normal hear-
ing as pure tone thresholds of 25 dB hearing level (HL)
or better at octave frequencies from 250 Hz to 4,000 Hz
and interoctave frequencies of 1,500 Hz and 3,000 Hz.
We defined mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss
as thresholds between 25 dB HL and 65 dB HL at two or
more of the tested frequencies with air-bone gaps no
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greater than 10 dB. High-frequency pure tone averages
for 1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz (PTA2) were –1.3 dB HL
(SD = 4.1) in the YNL group, 5.4 dB HL (SD = 4.3) in
the ONL group, and 28.2 dB HL (SD = 5.0) in the OHI
group. Hearing sensitivity was bilaterally symmetrical;
i.e., interaural differences were less than 10 dB for each
participant. We obtained speech reception thresholds
(SRT) also through a loudspeaker to establish a presenta-
tion level for the experimental speech materials in the
sound field.

Instrumentation 
All audiometric testing took place in a standard dou-

ble-walled, sound-treated chamber. We obtained pure
tone air and bone conduction thresholds using a Grason-
Stadler model GSI 10 clinical audiometer with TDH 50
earphones and a Radio Ear B71 bone oscillator. Speech
materials were presented from compact disks through a
calibrated loudspeaker controlled by the GSI 10 clinical
audiometer.

Procedures

Practice Session
We used four separate paragraphs of 10 sentences

each (not used in the experimental conditions) for prac-
tice before the test session. Practice paragraphs consisted
of one paragraph (10 sentences) in quiet and one para-
graph in noise at a normal rate and two paragraphs (one
in quiet and one in noise) at the most extreme rate and
gain conditions (1.4× expansion with gain). Feedback
was given during the practice session to help familiarize
the listeners with time-compressed speech.

Experimental Session
Speech was presented at 25 dB SL in reference to the

sound field SRT with the listener seated at 0° azimuth at a
distance of 1.5 m from a single loudspeaker. For the noise
conditions, the speech was mixed with 12-talker babble
and amplitude-normalized at +4 dB signal-to-babble ratio
before presentation through the single loudspeaker. The
listeners were instructed to repeat the sentences exactly
as they heard them and to guess the word or words if they
were unsure. 

Scoring
We scored sentences according to the number of key

words correct per paragraph. The key words used for

scoring were identified by Cox et al. to equalize the test
paragraphs in terms of intelligibility [20]. The number of
key words per sentence varied from one to three, but 25
key words were consistently in each 10-sentence para-
graph. Paragraph scores were used for the analysis.

Experimental Speech Materials
All speech materials were prerecorded, digitized, and

stored on compact disks. The female talker was a native
speaker of American English with no pronounced
regional dialect. We chose the Connected Speech Test
(CST) for optimal face validity because of its structure
and content [20]. The CST comprises paragraphs consist-
ing of 10 topically related sentences. Sentences were pre-
sented both in noise and in quiet at three rates of
speech—one normal rate (172 words per minute) and two
time-expanded rates at 1.2 times slower and at 1.4 times
slower, creating 12 combinations of conditions. At each
rate, sentences were presented with and without
increased consonant intensity (consonant gain). We used
12 paragraphs for this study, resulting in one complete
paragraph (10 sentences) per condition.

The noise background was a 12-talker babble that
was digitized from a magnetic tape recording obtained
from a commercial source (Auditec of St. Louis) and
mixed with the speech files at a +4 dB signal-to-babble
ratio. All speech files (with and without babble) were
then amplitude normalized.

Time-Expansion Algorithm
We subjected the speech materials to a time-expan-

sion algorithm for processing. The algorithm identified
unvoiced consonants using measures of peak energy,
average energy, and overall energy fluctuations. We used
a rule-based combination of those three features for sim-
ple classification of each speech frame into silence,
unvoiced consonant, voiced consonant, or vowel. Of
interest in this study was the modification of unvoiced
consonants. No modifications were made to other pho-
nemes in this algorithm. Once we identified an unvoiced
consonant, we prolonged the duration by inserting copies
of segments of the consonant at that point of the speech
signal. Increasing the intensity of the unvoiced conso-
nants was optional, so if that feature was used, the energy
in each temporal frame was multiplied by a factor of 2.
We controlled overall amplitude by fading (ramping) the
edges of the frames after the additional energy was
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added. Processing was accomplished in the time domain
without complex frequency computations.

RESULTS

We recognized that the 25 dB HL limit for normal-
hearing sensitivity in this study may have allowed for dif-
ferences in sensitivity between the older normally hearing
and the younger normally hearing listeners. It is impor-
tant, therefore, to note that average threshold differences
between the two normally hearing groups in this study
exceeded 10 dB only at 3,000 and 4,000 Hz (Figure 1).
The average difference at 3,000 Hz was 11.7 dB, and at
4,000 Hz, it was 15.4 dB.

The unprocessed speech (normal rate) elicited better
speech recognition scores from all three groups than
either of the slower rates of speech (Table 1). All groups
scored better in quiet than in babble regardless of rate of
speech or consonant gain condition. As expected, the
YNL group had higher average scores than either of the
older groups in all test conditions.

A four-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was con-
ducted to examine the effects of the four independent
variables on speech recognition scores: group (YNL,
ONL, OHI), rate (normal, 1.2× expansion, 1.4× expan-

sion), Noise (babble, quiet), and consonant gain (present
or absent). All scores were arcsine-transformed before
statistical analysis. We performed the analysis using the
NCSS 2000 Statistical System for Windows [21]. The
four-way ANOVA revealed significant main effects of
group, rate, noise, and gain. Two-way interactions that
reached significance were group by noise and rate by
noise. Rate and noise and consonant gain showed the
only significant three-way interaction. Table 2 displays
the ANOVA values for these results.

The post hoc comparisons by means of Newman-
Keuls multiple comparison test revealed that the YNL
group scored significantly better than either of the two
older groups and that the two older groups did not differ
from each other when all conditions were combined.
Similarly, the normal rate of speech produced better
scores than either of the two slower rates (1.2× and 1.4×),
and the slower rates were not significantly different from
each other overall. The consonant gain effect was not as
strong as the rate and group effects, but combined across
all conditions, speech recognition scores were better
when consonant gain was implemented than when it was
not.

We conducted further post hoc testing to investigate
the nature of the significant two-way interactions of noise
and group and of noise and rate. In noise, the performance
of both of the older groups (ONL, OHI) was equally
decreased, while the younger group (YNL) had the best
performance. In quiet, average scores were quite similar
among the three groups, but the post hoc comparisons
found a statistically significant difference between the
younger group and the older normally hearing group. The
older hearing-impaired group did not differ statistically
from either of the other two groups. The interaction
between rate and noise revealed that the slowest rate
(1.4×) produced the poorest scores in quiet, and the
intermediate rate (1.2×) produced the same scores as those
at the normal rate. The noise condition differentiated all
three rates. Performance was better at the slowest rate
(1.4×) than at the intermediate rate (1.2×) and the normal
rate produced the best scores on average. In noise, it was
more effective to slow the speech rate to a greater degree,
but in quiet, too much slowing had an adverse effect.

To explore the three-way interaction among rate,
noise, and gain, we conducted a separate two-way
ANOVA for each of the three rates with noise and gain
as independent variables and arcsine-transformed scores
as the response variable. Results showed that the

Figure 1.
Means and standard errors of better ear pure tone thresholds at each
frequency for younger normally hearing (YNL), older normally
hearing (ONL), and older hearing-impaired (OHI) groups.
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interaction of gain and noise was present at the normal
rate and at the slowest rate (1.4×) of speech. At the nor-
mal rate, the addition of consonant gain produced sig-
nificantly better scores in noise (F[1,143] = 5.20, p =
0.024) (Figure 2), but it did not make a difference in
quiet without time expansion. Alternatively, at the slow-
est rate (1.4×), the addition of consonant gain improved
performance in quiet (Figure 3), but degraded it in
noise (F[1,143] = 18.13, p = 0.00000). Although both
gain (F[1,143] = 6.29, p < 0.05) and noise (F[1,143] =
231.85, p = 0.00000) were significant main effects at the
intermediate rate (1.2×), the effects were independent of
each other.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Our investigation addressed the efficacy of a nonuni-
form time-expansion algorithm for improvement of
speech recognition in older listeners. The unique feature
of the time-scaling method in this study was the identifi-
cation and modification of unvoiced consonants as a
strategy for time expansion. Although this strategy did
not improve speech recognition over that of unprocessed
speech, this study suggests that noise combined with sig-
nal processing, changes in the natural prosody, and
higher-level processing deficits play a role in recognition
of processed speech.

Table 1.
Mean speech recognition scores and standard deviations (SD) in percent for younger normally hearing (YNL), older normally hearing (ONL),
and older hearing-impaired (OHI) groups in quiet and in noise conditions at normal rate of speech and at two time-expansion rates.

Rates of 
Speech

YNL Group
(SD)

ONL Group
(SD)

OHI Group
(SD)

Quiet Noise Quiet Noise Quiet Noise

Normal 99.7 (1.1) 98.5 (2.3) 99.3 (1.9) 92.2 (7.0) 99.5 (1.4) 92.3 (6.2)
1.2× 100.0 (0) 94.2 (5.3) 99.5 (1.4) 86.2 (7.6) 99.2 (2.0) 84.2 (9.5)
1.4× 99.3 (1.5) 96.3 (4.7) 97.0 (3.6) 87.5 (10.4) 97.2 (3.8) 85.5 (10.8)

Table 2.
ANOVA results for comparison of effects of four variables (group, rate, noise, consonant gain) on time-compressed Connected Speech Test (CST)
scores.

Variable df F Ratio p Value
Group 2, 395 46.52 0.00000*

Rate 2, 395 16.73 0.00000*

Noise 1, 395 374.06 0.00000*

Consonant Gain 1, 395 9.07 0.00277*

Group × Rate 4, 395 0.73 0.57010
Group × Noise 2, 395 18.09 0.00000*

Group × Gain 2, 395 2.45 0.08757
Rate × Noise 2, 395 14.56 0.00000*

Rate × Gain 2, 395 0.59 0.55747
Noise × Gain 1, 395 1.11 0.29375
Group × Rate × Noise 4, 395 0.36 0. 83628
Group × Rate × Gain 4, 395 0.52 0.72114
Group × Noise × Gain 2, 395 0.28 0.75650
Rate × Noise × Gain 2, 395 19.51 0.00000*

Group × Rate × Noise × Gain 4, 395 0.82 0.51404
*Term significant at alpha = 0.05
 df = degrees of freedom
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Slowing the rate of speech has been expected to be
beneficial to older listeners, especially in adverse listening
conditions, such as noise backgrounds. In this study, both
older normally hearing and hearing-impaired listeners
were equally disadvantaged in noise regardless of speech
rate. In quiet, the younger listeners’ performance was
statistically superior but the differences among all three

groups would not likely be of clinical concern (see
Table 1). Background noise and distortions caused by the
acoustic modifications of time expansion may have had an
additive effect on speech recognition in this study. Older
listeners have been found to be more sensitive to the
effects of multiply degraded speech than younger listeners
are, especially when one of the degraded conditions was
time compression [22]. The results of this study suggest
that temporal distortions of speech in either direction—
time compression or time expansion—may be detrimental
to speech recognition when combined with other types of
distortion, such as noise.

Aside from these additive effects, another source of
distortion in the speech processed by the algorithm in this
study was a change in the prosody of the talker’s utter-
ances. The importance of prosody for older listeners was
demonstrated in another recent study [23]. Older listeners
performed better on speech recognition when silences
were inserted in sentences at natural phrase boundaries
than when silences were simply added at regular
intervals. It is possible that modifying only one class of
phonemes (unvoiced consonants) without concurrent
changes in other phonemes, as seen in clear speech,
degrades rather than enhances intelligibility because it
interferes with the natural prosody of speech.

Increasing the intensity of unvoiced consonants (con-
sonant gain) was shown in this study to have a positive
effect under certain conditions. In an earlier study, Gor-
don-Salant found that increased consonant-vowel ratio
(CVR) improved recognition of nonsense syllables in all
conditions for older listeners, more than increased conso-
nant duration or a combination of both modifications
[17]. Increased CVR was accomplished by an increase in
consonant energy by 10 dB relative to the energy in the
accompanying vowel, which was calculated as a gain fac-
tor of 3.16. This was a higher consonant gain than was
achieved in the present study (gain factor of 2), where the
positive effects of consonant gain were seen in noise at
the normal rate of speech and at the moderately slowed
rate (1.2×), but in quiet, consonant gain was helpful only
at the slowest rate. Furthermore, in noise when consonant
gain was combined with the most time expansion (slow-
est rate) in the present study, the effects were detrimental
to speech recognition. One explanation for differences in
the effects of consonant gain between the current study
and that of Gordon-Salant et al. may be related partially
to the difference in the type of speech materials: non-
sense syllables versus meaningful sentences [17]. Higher

Figure 2.
Effects of consonant gain in noise at each rate (normal, 1.2×, 1.4×)
across groups.

Figure 3.
Effects of consonant gain in quiet at each rate (normal, 1.2×, 1.4×)
across groups.
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level processing for semantic and syntactic analysis is
required for sentence recognition. Although contextual
cues in sentences might be considered helpful for speech
recognition, processing demands are less for nonsense
syllables. Processing resources may be adequate for the
demands of distorted speech at the lower levels of audi-
tory functions but may result in inadequate resources for
higher level processing of semantic and syntactic content
of sentences.

Automatic processing techniques that incorporate
acoustic characteristics of clear speech with as little dis-
tortion as possible would benefit a large number of older
veterans. Particularly, for those veterans for whom hear-
ing aid amplification alone does not provide optimal
treatment for speech understanding problems in daily
communication.
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